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Name ______________________________	  



Nat ive Amer i cans Research Pro j ect
Name___________________________________  Class_______  Date_______________	  
	  

 We have been learning about Native Americans in class.  Using what you have learned, along 
with your own extended research, you will complete a research project on one of five Native 
American topics.  Several Native American tribes will all be explored by you and your classmates.  
Your assigned Native American topic is: 

 Even though you will be completing this project on your own, some of your classmates will be 
learning about the same topic.  It is important and helpful to share the resources that are available 
to you. 

 This research project will have two parts.  The first part is a research paper. The second 
part is a PowerPoint Presentation.  Before you start working on either part, you will need to 
research and plan.  

 The most important part of researching is READING!  You will have time in class to read and 
research, but you may need to spend more time outside of school researching.  It is important to 
use multiple resources and be sure to find information in both books and on the internet.  

 It is important to pay attention to all due dates in order to make sure you complete your 
research project on time.  Here are some dates to keep in mind: 

All research and notes due:  Monday, November 11

Rough draft of research paper due:  Monday, November 18	    

Final copy of research paper due:  Tuesday, November 26   

Google Slides Planner Packet due:  Monday, November 18   

Google Slides Presentation due: Monday, November 25  
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Nat ive Amer i cans Research Paper Outline 

Name___________________________________  Class_______  Date_______________	  

Introduction Introduce the Native American tribe and the topics to be discussed in the 
research paper. 

Location Where in the United States was your tribe located?  What type of 
weather and geographical elements did your tribe have to endure? 

Government What type of government controlled your tribe?  Did your tribe have any 
alliances with other tribes? 

Housing and Family 
Structure 

Describe the living spaces for the people in your tribe.  What was the 
family structure like? 

Food What types of food did your tribe eat to survive?  Did they have 
established crop systems or were they nomadic? 

Clothing What type of clothing does your tribe wear?  How is it made and what is 
it made of?   

Arts and Music What types of art do the people in your tribe create?  What role does 
music play in the lives of your tribe? 

State of Tribe 
Today 

Describe the status of the tribe today.  Do the descendants still carry 
on traditions from long ago? 

Interesting Facts What are some facts about your Native American tribe that you found 
interesting? 

Conclusion Wrap up your research paper. 

Works Cited List of the sources that were used to write your research paper and to 
create your PowerPoint Presentation. 



Nat ive Amer i cans Notes Packet
Name___________________________________  Class_______  Date_______________	  

  
location 

government 

1 

What type of government controlled your tribe? 

Did your tribe have any alliances with other tribes? 

Where in the United States was your tribe located? 

What type of weather and geographical elements did your tribe have to endure? 



Nat ive Amer i cans Notes Packet

housing & family structure 

food 

2 

Describe the living spaces for the people in your tribe. 

What was the family structure like? 

What types of food did your tribe eat to survive? 

Did they have established crop systems or were they nomadic? 



Nat ive Amer i cans Notes Packet

clothing 

arts & music 

3 

What type of clothing does your tribe wear? 

How is it made and what is it made of? 

What types of art do the people in your tribe create? 

What role does music play in the lives of your tribe? 

. 



Nat ive Amer i cans Notes Packet

state of tribe today 

interesting facts 

4 

Describe the status of the tribe today. 

Do the descendants still carry on traditions from long ago? 

* 

* 

*

* 



Nat ive Amer i cans Notes Packet

sources used 

5 



Nat ive Amer i cans Sl ides Planner 

Name__________________________________  Class_____  Due Date_______________	  

Slide #1 
Introduction 
*Title
*At least one picture
*Your name
*Due date

Slide #2 
Location 
*United States map with

 region highlighted 
*At least 2 photos of

 geographical 
 landforms

1 



Slide #3 
Government
*Short description of

 government 
*At least two

 pictures 

Slide #4 
Housing & Family 

 Structure 
*At least two photos

 of housing 
*Name of housing
*At least one photo of

 family
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Slide #5 
Food
*At least four types of

 common food 
*At least three

 pictures 

Slide #6 
Clothing 
*At least three photos

 of clothing 
*Names of clothing
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Slide #7 
Arts & Music
*At least three photos

 of art 
*At least one photo of

 a musical 
 instrument 

Slide #8 
State of Tribe 

 Today 
*Describe tribe today
*At least three pictures
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Slide #9 
Interesting Facts
* 
* 
*At least two pictures

Slide #10 
Works Cited 
*List of sources used
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Tips for Success 
• Use your PowerPoint Planner to help you plan out your

presentation before you get started.
• Use your notes for information.
• Include colorful and interesting photographs, drawings, and

maps.
• Limit the use of flashy transitions and sounds unless it

adds to your presentation.  Your presentation should look
professional.   
• Remember that good presenters DO NOT read from their

slides.  It is important to write notes for each slide on
index cards to help you with your presentation.   
• Make eye contact with your audience during your

presentation.
• Use your time wisely and pay attention to your due date.
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